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Assam Schedule VII: Form No. 132

HrGH COURT FORM NO. (l) 2

HEADING OF ]UDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

District: TINSUKIA

rN THE COURT OF MUNSTFF NO.l, TTNSUKTA

Present- Dhiren Pegu,

B.P.Sc. (Hons.) LL.B. (Hons.), ruS

Munsiff No.1, Tinsukia.

Saturday, the 2Oh of August, 2022

M.S. No. 124l2021

State Bank of India,

a statutory body constituted under The

State Bank of India Act, 1955,

having its local head office at Guwahati

and branches amongst other places at

Tinsukia town commonly known as State

Bank of India, Doomdooma branch,

P.O. & P.S. Doomdooma,

Dt. Tinsukia, Assam.

Reoresented bv i branch manaoer:

-Versus-

.)$"
$JNSIFT

No.1

fifi6\lKlA' As8ru

Plaintiff
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Mohammad Samim,

Son of Ful Mohammad,

R/O - Hansara tea estate,

P.O. & P.S. Doomdooma,

Dt. Tinsukia, Assam.

.......Defendant

This suit coming on for final hearing on 20/08/2022 in the

presence of the following learned advocate:

For the plaintiff: Miss. Mousomee Ghose Biswas

For the defendant: None

And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court

delivered the following judgment:-

JUDGMENT

1.The plaintiff has filed this suit for recovery of money and

other reliefs.

PLAINTIFF'S CASE IN BRIEF

2.The case of the plaintiff is that the plaintiff is a statutory

body constituted under The State Bank of India Act, 1955,

having its local head office at Guwahati and branches

amongst other places at Doomdooma commonly known as

N
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State Bank of India, Doomdooma branch, P.O. & P.S.

Doomdooma, Dt. Tinsukia, Assam. As per the application

dated 0t/1212015 of the defendant seeking ftnancial

assistance under the Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY in

short and hereinafter) of Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees fifty

thousand) to develop his exlsting automobile repairing

business, the plaintiff bank, on 761t212015, recommended

for sanctioning of Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees fifty thousand) to the

defendant and accordingly, the defendant on 16/t2/2015

executed the SME-1 Letter of arrangement and SME-2

Agreement of loan cum hypothecation etc. in favour of the

plaintiff bank.

4.A credit loan account no. 35402327012 was accordingly

opened in the name of the defendant and the loan amount

was disbursed to the defendant. As the defendant failed to

repay the dues of the bank and due to financial indiscipline

F No.t
Ifi'$llKlA, AtsA lr
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3.As per the terms and conditions of sanction as mentioned in

SME-1, the said term loan was repayable over a period of 60

(sixty) months at an easy monthly instalment of Rs. 1113/-

(Rupees one thousand one hundred and thirteen) each,

commencing from January, 2015 @ 10.85 o/o interest per

annum and the liability is generally secured by hypothecation

of all kinds of stocks and receivables created by the plaintiff

bank's finance.
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on the part oF the defendant, the loan account of the

defendant was declared NPA on LSl07/2016. However, the

defendant, on l0l12/2078, executed a revival letter in favour

of the plaintiff, thereby confirming the outstanding amount of

his loan afresh.

5.As the defendant failed to liquidate his loan account with the

plaintiff bank and when all efforts failed and on finding no

alternative, the plaintiff brought the instant suit against the

defendant for recovery of Rs. 72,980/- (Rupees seventy Mo

thousand nine hundred and elghty) inclusive oF interest up to

L2108/2021 and with future interest at 12.50 o/o per annum

with effect from the date of filing of the instant suit till the

date of realization and other reliefs.

SERVICE OF PROCESS

6. Upon admission of the plaint for hearing, summons was

issued upon the defendant by the Court. The defendant,

despite receiving summons, failed to appear and contest the

case and accordingly, the suit proceeded ex-parte against

him.

EX.PARTE EVIDENCE ADDUCED BY THE PLAINTIFF

SIDE

Tf;{JNSIFF NO.1

Ttt{StlKlA, ATSAL
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7. During the trial, the Plaintiff e the evidence-in-affidavit of

01 (one) witness namely Sri Asit Das as PW-1' The plaintiff

side has also exhibited the following documents in support of

their claim.

i. Exhibit I - Loan application dated0lll2l20l5.

ii. Exhibit 1(i) - Signature of the defendant.

iii. Exhibit 2 - Letter of arrangement SME-1 executed

by the defendant on 16/12120L5.

iv. Exhibit 2(i-ii) - Seals and signatures of the then

chief manager, Doomdooma branch.

v. Exhibit 2(iii-wi) - Signatures of the defendant.

vi. Exhibit 3 - Letter of hypothecation SME-2

executed by the defendanton L6/12120t5.

vii. Exhibit 3(i-xii) - Signatures of the defendant.

viii. Exhibit 4 - Form A-1 dated t6lL2l20l5.

ix. Exhibit 4(i-v) - Signatures of the defendant.

x. Exhibit 5 - Promissory note dated t6ll2/2015.

xi. Exhibit 5(i-iii) - Signatures of the defendant.

xii. Exhibit 6 - Security delivery letter dated

2010U20t6 signed by the guarantor'

xiii. Exhibit 6(i) - Signature of the defendant.

xiv. Exhibit 7 - Revival letter dated 16lt2/20L5

executed bY the defendant'

xv. Exhibit 7(i-ii) - Signatures of the defendant.

A"
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xvi. Exhibit B - Statement of loan account

35402327012.

xvii. Exhibit 8(i-iv) - Signature of then assistant branch

manager Sri Ranjit Kumar Boro.

ISSUES FRAMED IN THE SUIT

B.I have heard the submissions put forward by the learned

counsel for the plaintiff and have carefully gone through the

documents filed and have also perused the entire case

record. As the instant suit has proceeded ex parte against the

defendant, for the proper adjudication of the matter in hand,

I have framed the following issues.

It !.

Whether the plaintiff bank had sanctioned

the loan amount of Rs. 50, 0O0/- (Rupees

fifty thousand) in favor of the defendant?

Whether the defendant has defaulted in the

repayment of the loan amount? If yes,

whether the plaintiff is entitled to recover

Rs. 7a980/- (Rupees seventy two thousand

nine hundred and eighty) from the

defendant?

To what other relief(s) the Plaintiff is

entitled to?

DrscussroN, DEcrsIoN AND REAsoNs THEREOF

A-\-
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Whether the plaintiff bank had sanctioned the loan

amount of Rs.SO, OOO/- (Rupees fifty thousand) in
favor of the defendant?

10.The PW-1 Sri Asit Das, branch manager of the plaintiff bank,

in his evidence-on-affidavit, reiterated the same set of facts

as found stated in the plaint and as such the same is not

repeated here for the sake of brevity and further the same

remains un-challenged and un-rebutted as the defendant did

not appear to contest the case.

ll.EXHIBIT-1, which is the compared copy of loan application

form dated 01/12/2015; bearing the signatures of the

defendant with photographs as EXHIBIT-1(i), shows that

the defendant had applied for the loan of Rs. 50,000/-

(Rupees fifty thousand) from the plaintiff bank. A perusal of

the EXHIBIT-2; which is the compared copy of the Letter of

arrangement SME-1 executed by the defendant on

16ll2l20L5, EXHIBIT-3; which is the Letter of

Page | 7
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9, I have carefully perused the pleadings, the evidences on

record and heard the ex-parte argument made by the learned

counsel appearing for the plaintiff bank. Having so heard and

perused, I shall now discuss and decide the aforementioned

issues accordingly.
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hypothecation SME-2 executed by the defendant on

16112120t5, EXHIBIT-4; which is the compared copy of the

Form A-1, EXHIBIT-5; which is the compared copy of the

promissory note dated t6lL2l20l5 and EXHIBIT-6; which is

the compared copy of the Security delivery letter dated

2010112016, bearing the signatures of the defendant as

EXHIBIT-2(iii-xiv), EXHIBIT-3(i-xii), EXHIBIT-4(i-v),

EXHIBIT-5(i-iii) and EXHIBIT-6(i) reveals that the

aforesaid documents were executed by the defendant in

favour of the plaintiff bank such dates. The defendant did not

appear to rebut the evidences of the plaintiff and as such on

the basis of the un-rebutted evidences of the plaintiff, it is

conclusively proved that plaintiff bank sanctioned a loan of

Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees fifty thousand) to the defendant under

PMMY scheme. Hence, the issue no. (i) is decided in the

affirmative in favour of the plaintiff.

12.The plaintiff bank in their plaint as well as the evidence-on-

affidavit as PW-1 has stated that the defendant defaulted in

\m
Page l8
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Whether the defendant has defaulted in the

repayment of the loan amount? If yes, whether the
plaintiff is entitled to recover Rs. 72,9801- (Rupees

seventy two thousand nine hundred and eighty) from

the defendant?
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the repayment of his outstanding loan amount after reviving

the same on t6/1212015 by executing a revival letter in

favour of the plaintiff bank. EXHIBIT-7 is the revival letter

executed by the defendant in favour of the plaintiff bank

containing the signaturess of the defendant as EXHIBIT-

7(i-ii). It is also the case of the plaintiff bank, as stated in

their plaint as well as the evidence-on-affidavit of the PW-1,

that as per their statement of the loan account of the

defendant maintained in the bank, the total outstanding

balance in the loan account of the defendant as on

121081202t, including interest, is Rs. 72,9801- (Rupees

seventy two thousand nine hundred and eighty) and that

accordingly, the plaintiff bank has filed this Instant suit for

recovery of an amount of the said outstanding amount from

the defendant.

13.A perusal of the EXHIBIT-8; supported by certificate under

section 65-8 of the Indian Evidence Act, which the statement

of the loan account bearing no. 35402327012, of the

defendant in the plaintiff bank as on 12109/2021, reveals that

an amount of Rs. 72,980/- (Rupees seventy two thousand

nine hundred and eighty) remains as the outstanding amount

inclusive of interest up to 12l08/202t, to be repaid by the

defendant to the plaintiff bank. As the defendant did not

appear to rebut the aforesaid evidences of the plaintiff, the

same remains un-rebutted and on the basis of the aforesaid

SIFF NO.1
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un-rebutted evidences of the p atntiff, it is conclusively

proved that the defendant has defaulted in repaying his

outstanding loan amount of Rs. 72,980/- (Rupees seventy

two thousand nine hundred and eighty), including interest up

to 12108/2021, to the plaintiff bank and that the plaintiff is

entitled to the recovery of the same. Hence, issue no.(ii) is

decided in the affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff bank.

rssuE No.(iii)

To what other relief(s) the Plaintiff is entitled to?

14.In view of the discussions made and decisions arrived at the

foregoing issue nos. (i-li), this Court is of the opinion that the

plaintiff bank is entitled to a recovery of outstanding dues

amounting to Rs. 72,980/- (Rupees seventy two thousand

nine hundred and eighty) along with interest pendente lite @

12.50 o/o per annum with eFfect from the date of filing of the

suit till date of decree and future interest @ 6 % per annum

with effect from the date of decree till the date of realization

of the decreetal amount from the defendant.

16.All the aforesaid discussions go on to prove the case in

F
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15,Also, as the plaintiff bank being a public sector bank and as

public money is also involved, they are entitled to recover the

cost of the suit from the defendant.
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ORDER
17.Therefore, considering the above discussions and decisions

arrived at issue nos. (i-iii), the instant suit is decreed ex-parte

with cost and the plaintiff is granted the following reliefs.

i. A decree for recovery of money of Rs.

72,9801- (Rupees seventy two thousand nine

hundred and eighty) along with interest

pendente lite @ 12.50 o/o p€,r annum with

effect from the date of filing of the suit till

date of decree and future interest @ 6 % per

annum with effect from the date of decree

till the date of realization of the decreetal

amount from the defendant.

ii. The costs of the suit, to be paid by the

defendant to the plaintiff.

lB.Prepare a decree accordingly within a period of one week.

19.Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 20h day

ofAugust,2022.

Typed and Corrected by me.

(Dhi
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APPENDIX

1. Plaintiff Witness:-

a. PW-l SriAsit Das

2. Defendant Witnesses:- NIL

3. Court Witnesses:- NIL

4. Plaintiff Exhibits:-

i. Exhibit 1 - Loan application dated

jLltzl20t5.

ii. Exhibit 1(i) - Signature of the defendant.

iii. Exhibit 2 - Letter of arrangement SME-1

executed by the defendant on 16/12120L5.

iv. Exhibit 2(i-ii) - Seals and signatures of the

then chief manager, Doomdooma branch.

v. Exhibit 2(iii-xvi) - Signatures of the

defendant.

vi. Exhlbit 3 - Letter of hypothecation SME-2

executed by the defendant on L6/12/20L5.

vii. Exhibit 3(i-xii) - Signatures of the

defendant.

viii. Exhibit 4 - Form A-1 dated 16/12/2015.

ix. Exhibit 4(i-v) - Slgnatures of the defendant.

x. Exhibit 5 - Promissory note dated

t6/t2l20ts.

xi. Exhibit 5(i-iii) - Signatures of the defendant.
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xii. Exhibit6-SeCUT delivery letter dated

2010t/20t6 signed by the guarantor.

xiii. Exhibit 6(i) - Signature of the defendant.

xiv. Exhibit 7 - Revival letter dated t6/t2120t5

executed by the defendant.

xv. Exhibit 7(i-l) - Signatures of the defendant.

xvi. Exhibit 8 - Statement of loan account

354023270t2.

xvii. Exhibit B(i-iv) - Signature of then assistant

branch manager Sri Ranjit Kumar Boro.

5. Defendant Exhibits:- NIL

Typed and Corrected by me.

(Dhire

Munsiff no.
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